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MOTIVATION

➤ QSO2s are ‘obscured' luminous AGNs (Lbol> 1045 erg s−1) 
whose spectra show no broad emission lines.  

➤ Is merging an important mechanism to trigger luminous 
AGNs in local universe? 

➤ Do host galaxies of QSO2s have special properties, which 
are different from normal galaxies? 

➤ Studying morphologies, structures, colors and stellar masses 
of QSO2 host galaxies. 

➤ Discussing them with MBH and star formation rate to explore 
the triggering and evolution of QSO2.

Kormendy & Ho (2003)
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FIG. 1.— An schematic outline of the phases of growth in a “typical” galaxy undergoing a gas-rich major merger. Image Credit: (a) NOAO/AURA/NSF; (b) REU program/NOAO/AURA/NSF; (c)
NASA/STScI/ACS Science Team; (d) Optical (left): NASA/STScI/R. P. van der Marel & J. Gerssen; X-ray (right): NASA/CXC/MPE/S. Komossa et al.; (e) Left: J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; Right: Gem-
ini Observatory/NSF/University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy; (f) J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; (g) F. Schweizer (CIW/DTM); (h) NOAO/AURA/NSF.
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SAMPLE AND DATA
➤ 887 QSO2s identified from optical SDSS sample by 

Reyes et al. (2008), L[OIII]≥10 41.6 erg s−1, z<0.83. 

➤ 29 local QSO2s (z~0.1, L[OIII]~10 42.1 erg s−1) are 
selected from sample of Reyes et al. (2008). 

➤ High-quality images taken with HST using WFC3 
UVIS and NIR bands (PI: Luis Ho, snapshot mode). 

➤ WFC3 images allow us to study morphologies and 
structures of QSO2 host galaxies in great detail. 

➤ Data of HST two bands allow us to measure colors 
and stellar masses of QSO2 host galaxies.

WFC3 irWFC3 uvis SDSS
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Figure 2. Example spectra of the highest luminosity type 2 quasars in the redshift
ranges, z ! 0.30, 0.30 < z ! 0.50, and 0.50 < z < 0.83 smoothed by 5 pixels
for display purposes. Objects in the three panels have L[O iii]> 1.8 × 109 L⊙,
5.0 × 109 L⊙, and 9.6 × 109 L⊙, respectively. The strongest emission line is
[O iii]5007.

Figure 3. Distribution of [O iii]5007 luminosities and redshifts of type 2 quasars
targeted by the Galaxy (366 objects), Low-z QSO (76), High-z QSO (89),
Serendipity FIRST (276), and other (147) target algorithms. Some objects are
targeted by multiple algorithms and thus appear in multiple panels in this figure.
Also shown is the distribution for type 1 quasars (8003 objects; see Section 4.1).

Table 2
SDSS Spectroscopic Target Algorithms

Target Algorithm No. of Obj.

Main Survey
Main Galaxy 366
Main Low-z QSO 76
Main High-z QSO 89
Main Serendipity FIRST 276
Main LRG 64
Main QSO FIRST 14
Main ROSAT 28
Combined 771

Special Southern Survey
Southern Galaxy 4
Southern LRG 5
Southern Low-z QSO 20
Southern High-z QSO 6
Southern Serendipity FIRST 9
Southern ROSAT 1
Faint quasars 31
Photo-z 29
Faint LRG 5
u-Band Galaxy 2
Combined 116

Notes. SDSS spectroscopic target algorithms that are
important for selecting type 2 quasars, and the number
of objects targeted by each. Objects can be targeted by
multiple algorithms, so these numbers do not add up to the
total number of objects. The type 2 quasar LF presented
in this paper is derived from the 740 objects targeted by
the top four Main target algorithms: Galaxy, Low-z QSO,
High-z QSO, and Serendipity FIRST.

details). This calculation yields Ω ≈ 6293 deg2. Since some
post-DR5 plates are included in our parent sample, this area

   



➤ Only 8/29 (27%) have merging or disturbed morphologies

MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION



MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION
➤ 13/29 (45%) are spiral or bar spiral galaxies



➤ 8/29 (28%) are lenticular or elliptical galaxies

MORPHOLOGY CLASSIFICATION



➤ Structures are measured 
by GALFIT using WFC3 
NIR images 

➤ Careful structure 
decomposition: bulge, 
bar, disk, psf 

➤ B/T ratio from IR image 

➤ Magnitude of WFC3 
UVIS band is measured 
by the best-fit model of 
IR band

STRUCTURE MEASUREMENT
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adding PSF component: 
n=1.93, re=13.14, mag=16.84



COLOR MAP CREATION
➤ B-I color map is created by using WFC3 UVIS 

and IR images 

➤ Color vs. radius shows the color information 
of different region of QSO2 host galaxies



➤ Stellar mass is estimated by M/L ratio of Bell et al. (2001):

➤ However, measured magnitudes are contaminated 
by AGNs:  
➤ Emission lines effect: ~0.1 dex on stellar 

mass 
➤ AGN scatter light effect: ~0.01 dex on stellar 

mass 
➤ Balmer continuum effect: <0.01 dex 

➤ Stellar mass of bulge is derived from B/T ratio

STELLAR MASS ESTIMATION

Type1 and Type2 QSOs 3

Figure 3. The combined spectrum which is the sum of a BC03
spectrum of 12 Gyr and one of 2.5 Gyr. The black curve presents
the combined spectrum, the red curve shows the spectrum of old
population of 12 Gyr, the the blue curve is the spectrum of young
population of 2.5 Gyr.

2.2 Stellar Mass from M/L

The spectral template we actually use to derive our results
for QSO host galaxies will be chosen from those BC03 tem-
plates which are with Salpeter IMF and solar metallicity.
Therefore, we use the M/L equation of Bell et al. (2001)
which is specifically for BC03 with Salpeter IMF and solar
metallicity:

log10

!
M∗,Salpeter

M⊙

"
= −0.4(MI−MI,⊙)−0.394+0.439(B−I),

(3)
where M∗ is the stellar mass in solar units and MI,⊙ = 4.08
is the absolute magnitude of the Sun in the I-band (Binney
& Merrifield 1998). This empirical relationship is derive from
the Table 4 of Bell et al. (2001). The stellar mass calculated
from Equation (3) is with Salpeter IMF. We transfer it to the
stellar mass with Kroupa IMF byM∗,Kroupa = 0.5M∗,Salpeter.
The results shown below are the stellar mass with Kroupa
IMF.

3 RESULTS

By studying the spectra of 15 z ∼ 0.2 QSO host galaxies
which were classified as passively evolving elliptical galax-
ies, Canalizo & Stockton (2013) found that none of the host
spectra can be modeled by purely old stellar populations
and that the majority of the hosts have a substantial contri-
bution from intermediate-age populations. An average host
spectrum is well fit by a combination of an old 10 Gyr pop-
ulation and a 2.1 (+0.5, -0.7) Gyr population.

Based on these results of Canalizo & Stockton (2013),
we create a spectrum for QSO hosts by summing two BC03
templates of the age of 12 Gyr and of 2.5 Gyr together (both
of the templates have bursts with exponentially declining
SFH with timescale of 6 Gyr and with Salpeter IMF and
solar metallicity). These two BC03 templates are normal-
izes first, and then sum by Pysynphot to create the final

combined spectrum, as shown in Figure 3. This combined
spectrum is used to measure the stellar mass of the
whole host galaxy of QSO. When we derive the stel-
lar mass of bulge component of QSO host galaxy, we
only apply the BC03 old-population template of the
age of 12Gyr. At the moment we use the same combined
spectrum for type 1 and type 2 QSOs, and use the same
old-population spectrum for the bulge of type 1 and type 2
QSOs.

Note that for both type 1 and type 2 QSOs, in either
HST UVIS or IR band, the total magnitude of QSO host
galaxy measured by GALFIT fits is the sum of magnitudes
of different components (e.g., bulge, disk, bar), but exclude
the magnitude of PSF component to avoid the nucleus con-
tamination to the host.

In this section, we list the results of type 1 and type
2 separately, but do not conduct detailed analysis. We will
compare type 1 and type 2 and discuss the implications in
the next section.

3.1 Stellar Properties of Type 1

Table 1 list our results of stellar properties of whole host
galaxy and bulge component of our 18 type 1 QSOs.

We classify the galaxy morphology into four types: el-
liptical, spiral/disk galaxy, bar galaxy, and merge/disturbed
galaxy. Checking the HST WFC3 images of type 1 QSOs,
7/18 (39%) host galaxies show as elliptical galaxies, 6/18
(33%) as spiral/disk, 3/18 (17%) as bar galaxies, and only
2/18 (11%) show merge/disturbed profiles.

Our results shows that the median value of rest-frame
(B − I) for whole host galaxies of type 1 is 1.89, for bulge
component is 1.75. The median value of stellar mass for
whole host galaxies of type 1 is 1010.71 M⊙, and for bulge
component is 1010.55 M⊙. The structure of bulge component
has median Sersic index n = 2.21 and Re = 2.35 kpc.

In order to check whether our measurement of stellar
properties is reasonable along with morphology, we com-
pare our results with CGS data as shown in Figure 4. The
CGS data we choose from their catalogue are the integrated
(B − I) color and the total absolute B-band magnitude of
galaxy. They derive the integrated (B − I) color from the
total magnitudes within the last reliable isophote, and cor-
rect the Galactic extinction. Therefore the CGS color we
use here is the extinction-corrected observed (B − I) color
(i.e., (B−I)obs). For our type 1 and type 2 QSOs, we derive
(B − I)obs by Pysynphot with our combined spectrum. Fig-
ure 4 shows (B− I)obs vs. absolute B-band magnitude with
different morphologies. The left panel shows the distribu-
tion of CGS galaxies, middle panel is for our type 1 QSOs.
The distributions of our type 1 QSOs do not deviate from
the CGS distribution, implying that our calculation is rea-
sonable. Just in case if the integrated (B − I) color of CGS
sample is the rest-frame (B−I) color, we plot the rest-frame
(B − I) vs. absolute B-band magnitude of host galaxy for
both type 1 and type 2 QSOs in Figure 5.

There is only one type 1 QSOs of our sample have SDSS
stellar mass, which is PG1226+023 (3C 273). Its SDSS mass
is 1010.67 M⊙, but our derived stellar mass is 1011.66 M⊙, 1
dex larger. The rest-frame color we calculate for it is (B −
I) = 2.48. The AGN subtraction for this object may be

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000



RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: COLOR MAP

➤ host galaxies in 
merging or disturbing

              



➤ spiral host galaxies

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: COLOR MAP



➤ bar spiral host galaxies

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: COLOR MAP



➤ lenticular host galaxies

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: COLOR MAP



RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: BULGE
➤ Bulge properties: 

➤ host galaxies in merging/
disturbing do not possess 
bulges with special 
properties 

➤ host galaxies in late-type 
profiles (i.e., bar spiral or 
spiral) possess pseudobulges 

➤ BH masses are measured by 
Minzhi Kong (HNU)

Kormendy & Ho (2003)



➤ Properties of whole host galaxy:  

➤ host galaxies in merging/disturbing do not 
have special properties

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: WHOLE

Kormendy & Ho (2003)
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Figure 26

(top) Ratio of CMO mass (M• or the mass Mnuc of the nuclear star cluster) to the mass Mbulge of
the host (pseudo)bulge or elliptical galaxy plotted againstMbulge. The black line with gray-shaded
1-sigma error is the least-squares fit to the classical bulges and ellipticals (Section 6.6.1, Figure 18
and Equation 11). (bottom)Ratio of CMOmass to total host galaxy massMgal plotted againstMgal.
In both panels, filled circles denote galaxies with BH mass measurements (see the key). Open
symbols denote galaxies with M• upper limits. When BHs and nuclei coexist, the points for M•

and Mnuc are joined by a vertical line and the name of the galaxy is given. In the upper panel,
NGC 3384 is an S0 with a pseudobulge, so M• is plotted in blue; Mnuc/Mbulge is also plotted blue
for clarity. In the lower panel, crosses, plus signs, and filled light-green triangles denote nuclei in
early- and late-type spirals and Sphs, respectively, all from Seth et al. (2008).



➤ 30 QSO1s with similar z and L[OIII] distribution 

➤ Properties of QSO1 host galaxies are measured with 
the same method as QSO2s by Yulin Zhao (KIAA) 

➤ QSO2s are not distinguished from QSO1s

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: COMPARE WITH QSO1S



TAKE HOME MESSAGES
➤ Only 27% of our local QSO2s are in merging or disturbed phase, but 

45% have late-type host galaxies, and 28% have early-type host galaxies. 

➤ Host galaxies of QSO2s in merging/disturbing do not have special 
properties. 

➤ Host galaxies of QSO2s and QSO1s have similar properties. 

➤ Merger may not be an important mechanism to trigger AGNs.
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